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Group picture
The very first Task. Take a group picture of your team. In the picture has to be as many team members as possible.
Besides that, you have to show your group flag. Upload the picture on the iScout -game website.
You have to hand in a photo.

Anti-face recognition
Computer systems keep getting better in facial recognition. These systems are used more and more often in law
enforcement or by private companies. Even your phone recognises your face for unlocking your phone or using
funny filters on apps like Snapchat.
Fortunately, this modern technology can be deceived. Gather some (face) paint, make-up or whatever you can find,
and make sure that Snapchat is not able to recognize your face as an actual face. Hand in a photo of three
persons/heads with three different “camouflages” and in the background your team flag.
Be aware, this might be more difficult than you think! Maybe there is something on the internet that can guide you?
You have to hand in a photo.

Robot wars
Do you remember Robot Wars from the 90s? Two robots battling in a sort of cage fight. We have to make these
robots ourselves!
Put two vacuum robots together in a boxing ring. Both robots get an inflated balloon on their back, and knife or
something sharp on their front. Build the boxing ring from something like wooden poles. Hand in a movie of
approximately 10 seconds in which we see the winning attack of one of the robots. So the balloon of the losing robot
gets slashed.
Just like in the real Robot Wars we expect a crowd with two team, cheering up the robots. Lighting and fire effects
are optional :)
Example: https://www.facebook.com/barstoolsports/videos/2210797809214340/
You have to hand in a short video.

Bookcase
Do you remember reading a book, you know these old-fashioned ones made from paper. A lot of people still have a
very old-fashioned bookcase in their home. Very fancy! We know something fun to do.
We want to see a pretty large book case, very much filled up with books. Not sorted in alphabetical order, not on
language, not on subject, but sorted on the colour of the cover. The order of the colours is as follows: white, red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, black.
A regular bookcase easily contains 120 books, so that is the least amount we want to see. Secondly we like to read
a lot of different books, so there has to be at least one of every colour.
We’d like to see a picture of the end result.
You have to hand in a photo.
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White building
Nowadays when something big happens large (white) building are lit in different colours to represent a flag or maybe
a rainbow. Something like this: https://www.google.com/search?q=rainbow+white+house
This is your task. Find a light-coloured building, take a few large construction lights, and a coloured filter. Project a
flag of choice (with at least 3 colours) on the building. The building does not have to be tall, but at least one floor.
Do you want to use a beamer instead of the lights? That’s alright. But then you have to project a nice movie (or
powerpoint presentation) on the building. For inspiration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cInoKGJA3_A
You can choose for yourself if you want to hand in a single picture, a collage or a short movie.
You have to hand in a photo.

T-Shirt race
How quickly do you get dressed in the morning? Pretty fast? Then this is a challenge for you! You are going to have
a T-shirt race: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=429116987763272
Eight people put on the shirt and take it off again, and one person helps. Just like in the movie, the helper pops 5
balloons half way with a hammer (size doesn’t matter, but the bigger the better).
Hand in a movie of your race. The movie may not be longer than 30 seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.

Tetris
About everybody has done the tetris-challenge last year. No it’s up to you scouts.
To freshen up your memories:
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/sep/18/tetris-challenge-emergency-services-world-wide-go-flat-out-inviral-meme
Make a picture like this of a scout with his/her camping gear. The picture is taken from up high and pictures
everything a scout needs to go camping, at least 30 items. And ofcourse everything is put down very organised and
neatly.
You have to hand in a photo.

Hydro Dipping
We are going to hydro dipp! Something with a container filled with water and a bottle of spray paint. This movie
shows how it should go: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6I-Hs9aFtr0
What item you ‘Hydro Dipp’ you can choose for yourself, does not have to be your brand new nikes. Hand in a
collage of your before, progress and after shots.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Tying your shoe laces
Almost everyone ties his shoelaces in the same way. How boring. So you are going to do it differently. Find 20 shoes
and tie the laces all in a different way. Look here for inspiration:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2517367821860900
20 shoes might be a bit much for 1 picture, so make a collage of 4 pictures, containing 5 shoes each.
You have to hand in a photo collage.
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Sandwich
All those Tasks can make you quite hungry. So, time for a sandwich. To continue winning iScout, you can combine
eating your sandwich with earning two credits.
Decorate 4 slices of bread to represent the cover of your favorite records. You can find a lot of inspiration on twitter
using the hashtag #MusikgeschichtealsBrotbelag.
2 out of 4 slice of bread have to look like one of these options, the other ones you can choose for yourself:
The Eels - Hombre Lobo: https://twitter.com/sdstdt/status/1117422437677850625
Pink Floyd - The Dark Side of the Moon: https://twitter.com/missmegaphon/status/1116443983675318273
The Beatles - Abbey Road: https://twitter.com/Desaversum/status/1116659452118278144
Pink Floyd - The Division Bell: https://twitter.com/Desaversum/status/1116680579917996033
You have to hand in a photo.

Spaghetti
A long time ago, when the winters were still very cold, it could happen that your bowl of spaghetti got frozen while
you were enjoying your dinner outside. This could have been the result of that:
http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2020/spaghetti.jpg or https://www.insider.com/cooking-antarctica-freezingphotos-2018-10
Prepare a bowl of spaghetti for yourself and make it so your fork keeps standing up in the same way as in the
picture. Isn’t it freezing near you right now? Just use your freezer.
You have to hand in a photo.

Netflix and Chill
Transform the bus stop near you into the best Netflix and Chill location ever! Make sure there is a proper screen,
some blankets and of course a large bowl of popcorn. Two people are watching netflix at this bus stop. Oh, and of
course, there should be some ice cream as well!
You have to hand in a photo.

Snack
Every country has its own, simpel, very unhealthy, greasy snack or dish, with conspicuous ingredients. Which is the
go to guilty pleasure after a night out. In the Netherlands we have the so called ‘frikandel’.
You are magically going to turn this dish of your country into a culinary spectacle. Prep a plate, with your snack as
the main component. But turn it into something special, which can be served in a very high quality restaurant. This
plate is of course served with a coordinating drink, on a nicely set table. Show us a picture of your result.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Poster Chat
The poster in this image, is so very simple, it is brilliant. http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2020/poster.jpg You are
going to duplicate this poster. Not for the promotion of a music event, but to promote your own camp, party, open
day, or other activity.
One small detail: Your poster has to be 1.5 meters high. You are allowed to make this from printed A4 sheets, but
you may also use wallpaper and markers. It has to look like an chat-app.
Hand in a picture of your poster. Make sure there is someone in the poster so we can see how big the poster is.
You have to hand in a photo.

Out of the Window
At every festival and camping you nowadays see trillions of pop-up tents that self-assemble in two seconds. These
tents are alway a little too small and too impractical. As true scouts, we of course stay far away from these things.
So, better throw them out of the window.
According to our scientific expert, you have to throw these tents from the second floor (2 levels above ground level).
Then the time it takes for the tent to come down is a little more than two seconds, and the tent falls on the floor in a
put up position.
Hand in a movie of a maximum of 20 seconds in which the tent is thrown out of the window and lands in a more or
less put up position. Bring a flashlight so the jury can really see what happens.
Are you very attached to your two-second tent? In that case, you may build your own from a few garbage bags and
sticks.
You have to hand in a short video.

Shadow
We’re going to paint the walls using sidewalk chalk.
Step 1: Go to a place where it is dark.
Step 2: Find a spot where there is a light (for example a streetlight) casting a shadow on an object (for example a
bench, trash can, or whatever).
Step 3: draw something on the wall, in which the shadow becomes a part of your drawing.
Step 4: take a picture of your chalk-creation and the shadow and send it to use.
You can use the drawing by artist OakOak as inspiration:http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2020/oakoak.jpg
You have to hand in a photo.

Badge
Every year the Travel Guide tries hard to make exactly enough iScout badget. Not too much, cause then we have to
throw them away, and not too little cause then we have to disappoint people. Unfortunately the badges this year sold
out pretty early. So therefore you are going to try and make your own iScout badge.
Embroid, crochet, (spool-)knit, or tie something that looks like the 2020 iScout badge. It can be big or small,
depending on your preference, but it has to be made from rope or thread, be more or less the right colours and be
somewhat recognisable. The texts on the badge and other little details you can skip. Hand in a picture (or collage)
showing the results.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Profile Picture 3 times
Another trend of 2019 was to show the differences between your profile pictures on different social media. You use a
different picture on your (job-related) Linked-In profile compared to Facebook.
You are going to make three different variations on your original iScout group picture, all of them suitable for different
social media. You can pick any social media, but make sure these pictures are noticeably different. The number of
people in these pictures is at least 1/3 of the people your team consists of.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Sign post
Every dignified city has one: a signpost with signs pointing to other big cities. As the real globetrotters you are, your
clubhouse also has to have one. Your post has at least 10 signs with the names of the cities and the distance
between the post and the city. You may point to cities you’ve been, or where you will be going in the future. Or
maybe point to cities in which other people are playing iScout: https://iscoutgame.com/teams/
Modest as we are, we want your signpost also to point to the location of the iScout headquarters. We are located in
Rotterdam (Netherlands). Hand in a collage of pictures showing your signpost.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Flip Flops
Search for ‘Flip Flops From Car Tire’ and you’ll find many instructions that show you how to make flip flops or
sandals using the flat tire from your bike. Let’s try this out.
The model you’ll be making you can decide for yourselves; sandals, flip flops or something else. However, the
shoes have to be mainly made out of an old tire. Hand in a collage of pictures showing us how you made the shoes
and what the end result is.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Picnic table challenge
This might be the weirdest challenge of last year: the picnic table challenge. Therefore, we like to see if you can do it
too! Do a quick search on what it exactly looks like and do the challenge with two couples at the same time. Of
course this challenge is not complete without a dab to celebrate. Hand in a movie of max 20 seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.

Spinning around in circles
Human patterns. There’s something funny about it. Just take a look: https://www.instagram.com/p/Buy4sfxB-Y7/
Find a smooth floor, at least 6 people, and a way to film your pattern from high up. Move from a big to a small circle,
turn outside and repeat 1 time. Make sure the movie approximately 30 seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.
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Scoutfluencer
In the world of influencers everything you see is a little bit fake. But this influencer took this really far by faking her
own motoraccident. https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/tanyachen/nashville-influencer-claims-smartwaterfeatured-motorcycle
Time to let out your inner scoutfluencer. Make a photo report of a typical scout activity, but just not in the right way.
Influencer style! Pitch a tent while holding the poles upside down. Use the pegs to hammer in a hammer, lit the
campfire using your phone. You name it. And ofcourse as a real influence you wear your best (white) clothes,
perfectly dressed hair, and use a very obvious instafilter. Which scout activity you do and how you do it doesn’t
matter. Just be creative! Show us a collage of 4 photos.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Stair Dance
Of all the suggestions for Tasks you did, this one was mentioned most: the TikTok Stair Dance. Don’t know what we
mean? Watch this compilation on youtube: https://youtu.be/mYmT_nj4GO0
This is what we want to see this edition of iScout! You have to be very in sync and follow the music. Have a least 7
people join in. It’s quite an easy challenge, so we’ll be very strict! We would not approve all the movies in the
compilation.
You have to hand in a short video.

Mr. Sandman
This TikTok movie went pretty viral on social media last year:https://www.instagram.com/p/B1bR8G4HLSt
Reproduce this movie, using the same music, but use a stuffed animal of your choice instead of a cat.
For the boomers, here’s an explanation on how to make such a
movie: https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2019/08/240959/how-to-make-mr-sandman-cat-tiktok.
Hand in the movie, or a link to your creation on TikTok. If you use TikTok, make sure that “who can view this video”
is set on “Public”.
You have to hand in a short video.

Whale
This whale made out of plastic is traveling around the world.
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/studiokca/skyscraper-the-bruges-whale
Because making a statue like this, is a very nice way to give your plastic waste a second life, you now may build one
yourselves. The plastic whale at least has to be 1,5 meters high, and stands in the water. The colours do not matter.
Hand in a picture, or collage of the result.
Of course we don’t want to contribute to pollution. So make sure your plastic stays attached to the whale while
putting it in the water.
You have to hand in a photo collage.
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Picture of a picture
Take a picture with your phone like this one: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2020/screenshot.png
The making-off of this example picture you can find here:
https://www.tiktok.com/@wonguy/video/6785814499849997574
Show us your picture. But be careful not to break your phone!!
You have to hand in a photo.

Wash your hands
Washing your hands is always important, but now especially with the new variant of the corona virus spreading over
the world. Because of this, the Vietnamese government made a movie with a catchy tune, to explain the importance
of personal hygiene: https://youtu.be/BtulL3oArQw
It didn't take long for creative Vietnamese youth to make some dance moves to this music. You are going to
replicate the dance they made. Search for: “Ghen Cô Vy" and you'll find plenty of examples, like this one:
https://youtu.be/ctF5aMV05kM Replicate the dance with at least 4 people, hand in a movie of about 30 seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.

Upside down
Put up your tent upside down. Something like this: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2016/task/upsideDown.jpg
You can build your own construction, but you can also stick/screw/hang your tent at the ceiling.
You have to hand in a photo.
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